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UNIT 2: MONEY AND BANKING 

 

(Deleted portion of this Unit: Control of Credit through Bank Rate, CRR, SLR, 

Repo Rate and Reverse Repo Rate, Open Market Operations, Margin requirement. 

 

Chapter 2.1: MONEY  

 

Barter Exchange: It implies the direct exchange of goods for goods without the use of money. 

Difficulties of Barter System of Exchange 

(i) It lacks double of coincidence of wants 

(ii) It lacks a common unit of exchange 

(iii) It lacks the system of future payments 

(iv) t lacks the system of storage and transfer of value 

 

Money: Money is anything that is generally accepted as a medium of exchange. 

 

            Functions of money: 

•  Medium of exchange 

• Measure of value 

• Standard of deferred payments 

• Store of value 

 

Supply of money:  

• It refers to stock of money held by the public at a point of time in an economy. 

• Stock of money with the money issuing authorities (the government and the banking system 

of the country) is not considered as a part of money supply. 

• The components of Money Supply are Currency with the Public and  Demand Deposits  of 

commercial banks 

•  

 Measures of money supply: 

 



M1, M2, M3 and M4 are the four measures of money supply in India.  

M1 = C +DD+OD 

C = Currency held by the public 

DD= Net Demand deposits of the bank 

 OD= other deposits with RBI 

M2 = M1 + Savings of the people with post offices M3 = M1 + Net time deposits with 

commercial banks 

M4 = M3 + Total deposits with Post offices (excluding National Savings Certificate) M4 is 

most comprehensive but is least liquid. 

 

M1 measure of money supply is the most liquid. 

High Powered Money: It includes currency (notes + coins) with the public and cash reserves with 

the banks.  

 

Chapter 2.2: Banking: 

 

Commercial Bank: It is a financial institution engaged in the business of accepting deposits and 

making loans the people. 

 

 Money creation or credit creation by commercial banks: 

• The capacity of banks to create money or credit depends on (i) Amount of primary deposits 

and (ii) Legal reserve ratio (LRR). 

• Legal Reserve Ratio (LRR):- is fixed by the central bank of a country and it is the minimum 

ratio of deposit legally required to be kept as cash by banks. 

• Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR):- It is a part of LRR which is to be kept with the central bank. 

• Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR):- It is a part of LRR which is to be kept with the bank them.  

• Commercial bank’s demand deposits are a part of money supply. Commercial banks lend 

money to the borrowers by opening demand deposit account in their names. The borrowers 

are free to use this money by writing cheques.  

• According to definition demand deposits are a part of money supply. Therefore, by creating 

additional demand deposits bank create money.  

• Money creation depends upon two factors: Primary deposits and Legal Reserve Ratio 

(LRR). 

•  Deposit Multiplier = 1/LRR  

             Total Deposit creation = Initial deposit X 1/LRR. 

 

 

The Working of money multiplier: 

 

Suppose (i) Initial Deposit = Rs. 1000 (ii) LRR = 20% 

As required, the bank keeps 20% ie Rs. 200 as cash reserve and lend the remaining Rs. 800. Those 

who borrow use the money for making payments. As assumed those who receive these payments 



put the money back into their bank accounts. This creates a fresh deposit of Rs. 800. The bank 

again keep 20% ie Rs. 160 and lend Rs. 640. In this way the money goes on multiplying leading to 

total money creation of Rs. 5000. 

Money creation = Initial Deposit = 1000  

 

Central Bank: 

 The central bank is an apex institution that controls and regulates the monetary and the entire 

banking system of a country. 

Functions of the Central Bank: 

 

1. Currency Issuing authority or Regulator of Currency: 

• The central bank is the bank of issue. It has the monopoly of note issue. Notes issued 

by it circulate as legal tender money.  

• It has its issue department which issues notes and coins to commercial banks.  

• Coins are manufactured in the government mint, but they are put into circulation 

through the central bank. 

•  The central bank is required by law to keep a certain amount of gold and foreign 

securities against the issue of notes.  

• The monopoly of issuing notes vested in the central bank ensures uniformity in the 

notes issued which helps in facilitating exchange and trade within the country.  

 

2. Banker, Fiscal Agent and Adviser to the Government: 

• As banker to the government, the central bank keeps the deposits of the central and state 

governments and makes payments on behalf of governments.  

•  It buys and sells foreign currencies on behalf of the government. 

• It keeps the stock of gold of the government. Thus, it is the custodian of government money and 

wealth 

•  As a fiscal agent, the central bank makes short-term loans to the government for a period not 

exceeding 90 days. It floats loans, pays interest on them, and finally repays them on behalf of the 

government. Thus, it manages the entire public debt.  

• The central bank also advises the government on such economic and money matters as controlling 

inflation or deflation, devaluation or revaluation of the currency, deficit financing, balance of 

payments, etc.  

 

2. Banker’s bank and supervisor: Being he apex bank, the central bank acts as the banker to other 

banks, it also regulates and supervises their proper functioning.  

As a banker to the banks, the central bank functions in the following way: 

i. Custodian of Cash Reserves of Commercial Banks: Commercial banks are required to 

keep reserves equal to a certain percentage of both time and demand deposits liabilities with 

the central banks. It is based on these reserves that the central bank transfers funds from one 

bank to another to facilitate the clearing of cheques. The central bank can provide additional 

funds on a temporary and short term basis to commercial banks to overcome their financial 

difficulties. 



ii. Lender of the Last Resort:   

• The central bank lends to such institutions to help them in times of stress to save the 

financial structure of the country from collapse.  

• It acts as lender of the last resort through discount house based on treasury bills, 

government securities and bonds. 

•  Thus, the central bank as lender of the last resort is a big source of cash and also 

influences prices and market rates. 

iii. Clearing House:  

• As bankers’ bank, the central bank acts as a clearing house for transfer and 

settlement of mutual claims of commercial banks.  

• Since the central bank holds reserves of commercial banks, it transfers funds from 

one bank to other banks to facilitate clearing of cheques. 

• This department is known as the “clearing house” and it renders the service free to 

commercial banks. 

 

3.  Custody and Management of Foreign Exchange Reserves: 

• The central bank keeps and manages the foreign exchange reserves of the country.  

• It is an official reservoir of gold and foreign currencies. It sells gold at fixed prices to the monetary 

authorities of other countries.  

• It also buys and sells foreign currencies at international prices. Further, it fixes the exchange rates 

of the domestic currency in terms of foreign currencies. 

•  Further, it manages exchange control operations by supplying foreign currencies to importers and 

persons visiting foreign countries on business, studies, etc. in keeping with the rules laid down by 

the government. 

 

4. Controller of Credit: 

• The most important function of the central bank is to control the credit creation power of 

commercial bank to control inflationary and deflationary pressures within this economy.  

• For this purpose, it adopts quantitative methods and qualitative methods.  

• Quantitative methods aim at controlling the cost and quantity of credit by adopting bank rate 

policy, open market operations, and by variations in reserve ratios of commercial banks. 

• Qualitative methods control the use and direction of credit. These involve selective credit 

controls and direct action.  

• By adopting such methods, the central bank tries to influence and control credit creation by 

commercial banks to stabilize economic activity in the country. 

 

Very Short Answer Type Questions (1 Mark) 

1. Define money. 

2. What is meant by M1 ? 

3. What is meant by the term money supply? 



4. What is bank rate? 

6. What is meant by credit creation? 

7. What is credit multiplier? 

8. Write two functions of central banks. 

9. What is cash reserve ratio (CRR)? 

10. What is statutory liquidity ratio (SLR)? 

11. What is demand deposits by banks?. 

12. State two monetary measures of credit control by central bank. 

13. What are various money stock measures? 

14. The process of money creation or credit creation is done by -- 

a. commercial banks 

b. Central bank 

c. World bank 

d. Rural bank 

15. One of the functions of Central Bank among the following is - 

a. Custodian of banks 

b. Custodian of deliveries 

c. Custodian of foreign exchange 

d. Custodian of securities 

Short Answer Type Questions: 

1. Explain the “Lender of Last Resort’ function of the central bank 

2. Explain the “Government’s Bank” function of a central bank. 

3. Explain the function of “bank of issue” of central bank. 

 

LONG ANSWER TYPE QUESTIONS (6 MARKS) 

1. What do you mean by credit/money creation? Explain the process of Money creation by the 

commercial banks with the help of a numerical example. 

2. Explain the problem of double coincidence of wants faced under barter system. How has money 

solved it?  

3. How does the Central Bank control credit creation in the economy through open market operation 

and bank rate? Explain. 
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